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ALPS OutdoorZ Reveals the Grand Slam, New Authority in Turkey Vests
New Haven, MO – ALPS OutdoorZ has been designing and manufacturing packs and other gear for the hunting market since 2007.
Using premium materials and components in all of their product designs, ALPS OutdoorZ gear has been positively received by the
industry and the sportsman who use it. After the successful launch of their Extreme line in 2015 geared toward big game and
western hunters, the company determined it was time to focus their efforts on a hunting product for a game animal near and dear
to them; the wild turkey.
“Turkey hunting has always been a big part of the culture at ALPS,” said Justin Leesmann, “From our ongoing support of the National
Wild Turkey Federation and their mission to improve and sustain habitat and population numbers, to spending free time with friends
and family chasing birds, turkey hunting has been at the center of a lot of what we do. When we asked ourselves what our next
innovative product should be, the answer was one that seemed pretty obvious to all of us; it was time to design a turkey vest with all
innovations and features you’ve come to expect from ALPS OutdoorZ. We’re very proud to finally be able to unveil the Grand Slam
turkey vest.”
The Grand Slam turkey vest is the culmination of years of research & development. The vest features a “sit anywhere” removable
kickstand frame, which allows you to set up wherever the birds may be without worrying about finding a spot to lean against. The
legs are adjustable and feature fast locking technology to ensure you can set up quickly when the need arises. A thick padded fold
away seat is integrated into the design, and detachable shoulder straps ensure maximum comfort and range of motion for when it’s
time to take the shot. The vest boasts numerous call pockets, including a removable protective diaphragm call pocket, two slate call
pockets, a striker pocket (which holds up to 3 strikers and 1 large locator call), a protective and silent box call pocket, and a locator
call pocket. You’ll never again find yourself in the turkey woods without the call you need.
The Grand Slam turkey vest is H2O compatible, and also includes two side water bottle pockets. Two mesh zippered pockets inside
of the vest are perfect for stowing valuables, like truck keys and pocket knives, and the included smartphone sleeve allows you to
use your phone while it’s securely in the pocket. Five shell loops make accessing your extra ammo a breeze, and the side
compression straps guarantee a perfect fit no matter your body type. A large game bag is also included so you’re fully prepared for a
successful hunt, every time.
To learn more about the Grand Slam, and all of the products that ALPS OutdoorZ designs, visit www.alpsoutdoorz.com.
About ALPS OutdoorZ
ALPS OutdoorZ is part of ALPS Brands, which started with ALPS Mountaineering in 1993, with the mission of providing quality, high
performance, and affordable gear for backpackers and campers. ALPS Mountaineering designs and markets tents, sleeping bags, air
pads, packs, camp furniture, and other outdoor accessories. ALPS OutdoorZ was started in 2007 when the company extended their
knowledge gained from designing quality backpacking and camping gear to market and design camouflaged gear for hunters, such as
packs, blind chairs and camp furniture, sleeping bags, and gun cases. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and distributed in the best
camping, backpacking, and outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information, please visit
www.alpsoutdoorz.com.
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